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OVERVIEW OF ESSAYS
This is the first of four essays to fulfill the requirement for the Masters Degree at Holos
University. Each of the first three papers explores a different aspect of the Star Journey
Symbol Method. Star Journey is a consciousness and self-development tool I conceived over
forty years ago, and I have been developing it in various formats, and publishing books and
teaching classes on it since that time. The fourth and final essay is a synthesis of the previous
three, showing common threads in each and re-affirming the method's overall purposes.

INTRODUCTION
There are two primary expressions or components of Star Journey, and these define two
core purposes. It is both a tool for self-reflection and a model of consciousness itself. As a
tool, Star Journey is often first encountered as a set of Symbols, ninety-six in all, which are
used for self-reflection, for making decisions, solving problems, and exploring relationships.
However, the backdrop for the Symbols is the framework found in the geometric Circle
Pattern. It shows how the symbols are organized and how they inter-relate and together form
a map of consciousness.
Understanding the Circle Pattern leads to a deep yet highly accessible awareness of
patterns and dynamics of life processes. It also reveals the significant role the individual self
plays in shaping what we experience as the universe, as reality.
The purpose of this essay is to explore Star Journey through the lens of the Circle Pattern
and to demonstrate how it provides a unique, contemporary, and interactive mapping of
consciousness.
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CHARTING A NEW MODEL OF CONSCIOUSNESS

“… Spider web …
I dreamed about Ray Charles last night
He took me flying in the air
Showed my own spider webs
Said, ’honey, you had best take care.
The world is made of spider webs
The threads are stuck to me and you
Be careful what you’re wishing for
’cause when you gain you just might lose’
You just might lose your...
Spider web …
What Ray Charles said
When you’re feelin’ lonely
When you’re hidin’ in your bed
Don’t forget your string of pearls
Don’t forget your spider web … ”
—Spider Web, lyrics by Joan Osborne
Whether it is from the earthy palette of singer/songwriter Joan Osborne, the vivid tales of
Carlos Castaneda about shamanic life, the stately “Book of Changes” The I Ching, the
Cabbalistic Tree of Life, or the subtle science of the psyche, astrology – we see in all of them
approaches to describing the depth and complexity of the universe and our own personal
experience as well as the inter-relationship between the two. How do we find a way to
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comprehend what is infinite, never fully discovered, and yet an intimate part of every waking
moment? How can we step back and actually examine via consciousness our relationship
with the physical universe?
Now yet another person has embarked on that journey, seeking a map of what is not
really describable, knowing that words fail to fully grasp the infinite. I discovered that
symbol and metaphor help us find inner connection with and relation to the entire universe,
with its order and infinite variation. As a child I would see this as a speck, a swirl, in a
dreamy state at night, and now I know that “spider web” to be a part of each of us. We unfold
its meaning and tell of it many ways.

WHAT IS A COSMOLOGY?
According to the Cambridge University Dictionary, “cosmology” is defined as: “the
study of the nature and origin of the universe, or a theory about it.”1
In terms of the psyche and human experience, “cosmology” refers to understanding the
role of consciousness in relation to the universe that we experience. In the past, this kind of
study was often considered metaphysical, and most writings on the subject were esoteric.
We now exist in a time when the concepts of consciousness, spirit, and self are all
converging. In addition, the boundaries are dissolving between science, psychology,
psychology and spirituality. We now know that the observer affects the outcome of the
experiment. Heisenberg demonstrated that in quantum physics the observer affects the
outcome of a particle experiment2. Jung considered this phenomenon to be the experience of
synchronicity3, of the psyche interacting with physical reality.
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It is more relevant than ever to explore how consciousness and the physical universe
intertwine and to seek to understand the true nature of the cosmos, and our individual role
within it.

A PERSONAL JOURNEY OF LEARNING
How did the Star Journey Symbol Method come about? Why create a new
contemporary cosmology at all? That is a story in itself,4 but here is the short version. I
wanted to find something that would help me learn more about that process of understanding,
about the consciousness or spirit behind it, and about my own role in my being and knowing
about life. I read about and explored many tools, models, and philosophies from different
times and different parts of the world. These included the I Ching,5 the Tarot,6 the
Caballah,7,8 Buddhist chakras,9 “wheel of life” mandalas,10 the astrological cycle,11 and many
others. While I saw some truth in each of them, for some reason none had the qualities I
sought. I soon realized I would need to create such a thing myself. Something simple,
accessible, free of dogma; something in a language anyone could understand; and something
that made one feel connected with the cosmos and in control of one’s life.
While it only took a few days to create the tool – the Circle Pattern chart and a set of
Symbols set within its geometry – I went on to spend several years of contemplation,
reflection, and meditation to gain an understanding of the tool’s true depth and dimension. It
also took me time to find ways to articulate what I learned to others. The beginning was an
intense and creative few days, beyond what words can describe. Part of the process was
deeply intuitive and yet another part was highly structured, organized, and rational. The
circular framework was developed from studying patterns of other classic systems of
describing growth and change.
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STAR JOURNEY’S STRUCTURE – THE CIRCLE PATTERN

Organization – The geometric structure of the Circle Pattern is a combination of both
the ten and twelve systems found in mathematics and in some esoteric models. The Circle
includes 96 symbols (labeled A through L and 1 through 84) which mark key intersections of
lines on the pattern. The area of the circle is
also divided into two groups of twelve
sections each (labeled I through XII and i
through xii). The total of all these named
parts is 120 (or 10 x 12).
The segments of the Circle represent
a twelve-fold Cycle of Growth. Looked at
one way, they can be seen as a series of
rectangular divisions which are called
Figure 1. Star Journey’s Circle Pattern – Roman numerals I–XII

“Gateways,” and these Gateways (I through

around the circle denote the Cycle of Growth (twelve Gateways)

XII) represent overarching themes. Because
these structures overlap, an interior figure has been defined called the Garden which is distinct
within each Gateway area. Looked at another way, the Circle can be seen as a series of large
angular divisions (i through xii), and they are called “Seas.” So the Circle is an alternating
pattern of twelve Gardens and twelve Seas. (See Figures 1 and 2.)
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Figure 2. Circle Pattern Structure – Overlapping Gateway Divisions, Gardens, and Seas

The specific geometry of the Circle Pattern was initially derived from the astrological
model of 12 signs made up of four triangles of the elements Fire, Water, Earth, and Air – itself
a classic model of the cosmos and of the inter-relationship between the physical world and
selfhood. And there are similarities with other models throughout the world. Some notable
examples are mandalas as mentioned above, also Buddhist Yantras (geometric patterns
relating the human body and other figures with fundamental types of energy and thought
forms)12 as well as Western models of the world, such American Indian medicine wheel
paintings.13 The overlapping nature of the twelve Gateway themes, the four directions maplike quality of the circle, the outer and inner layers or aspects, these are both unique to this
model, and yet there are parallels with other systems.

THE CYCLE OF GROWTH
The Twelve Gateway Themes (classic Cycle of Growth)
This cycle is the matrix of meaning reflected in the structure of the Circle Pattern. In
this text, the cycle is described using the analogy of a baby or young child and its progressing
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through stages of growth and maturity. As examples, the work of Erikson14 and Maslow15
present related cycles and levels found in human experience.
I.

The First Cause – The Garden of “I AM”
An infant simply is. It lives and experiences. Its consciousness is the center of its
universe.

II.

The Matrix – The Garden of “I WANT”
A baby finds it has needs and learns to express them.

III.

The Motion – The Garden of “I RELATE”
The emerging person sees there is a world to deal with, things to learn about, people to
communicate with.

IV.

The Pure Water – The Garden of “I FEEL”
Discovery of the inner self begins; moods, styles, and feelings are explored.

V.

The Spirit Incarnate – The Garden of “I PROJECT”
One learns the art of self-expression, playing roles and adapting to a world with others
in it.

VI.

The Grand Plan – The Garden of “I BECOME”
Through integrating the last two aspects, the self has taken on more dimension,
developing further; therefore various roles are adopted, careers are built.

VII.

The Perfect Union – The Garden of “I INTERACT”
A more developed being goes on to make connections with others; important outside
relationships are established.

VIII.

The Power – The Garden of “I CARE”
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Through connection, one discovers the power of uniting, the desire to go beyond the
self and to know the nature of things.
IX.

The Illumination – The Garden of “I REALIZE”
One finds purpose and begins to see higher purposes, opening oneself more fully to the
world.

X.

The Perfect Form – The Garden of “I PERFECT”
The individual seeks self-improvement, for real and lasting results, and helps others do
the same.

XI.

The Unification – The Garden of “I EXPAND”
One sees beyond one's own personality to a larger scheme, accepting limitation, yet
reaping richer rewards.

XII.

The Dissolution – The Garden of “I MERGE”
The person is complete, acts in step with the whole, and in doing so dissolves back
into it. One is prepared for a new “I AM” at another level of being.

~ SYMBOLIC JOURNEY OF THE SELF ~
EXPLORING “LEVELS OF CONSCIOUS EXPERIENCE”
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The Circle Pattern can be seen
as a spiral path, a symbolic journey
of the Self, which begins with
universal energy, passes through
several levels of experience and
ultimately leads to an area of
fulfillment and completion. Each
step along this path is described by

Figure 3. Levels of Consciousness – concentric rings of Symbol
points on the Circle Pattern.

an individual Symbol, and each is a
metaphor for a specific aspect of life experience. The journey applies to cycles that are small,
large or life-long, and the end of one cycle may be the beginning of a new one.
Visually, the Levels are concentric rings of Symbol points on the Circle, ranging from
the ring of Stars near outer edge all the way to Signs close to the Circle’s center. Below is a
description of each Level of Conscious Experience.
Consciousness as Energy – STARS – Near the perimeter of the personal universe, and
at the edge of perception itself, is a ring of Stars or universal energies. These prime qualities
permeate space, contribute to, and (in effect) build the entire landscape of the Self.
The Stars are the primary archetypes in the design of Star Journey. They represent
classic, recurring attributes used in describing people, events, relationships, and many other
factors in living. Carl Jung believed archetypes are inner primordial qualities shared by all
individuals.16 Joseph Campbell expanded on this by exploring remarkable similarities among
myths from different cultures around the world.17
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Stars are the building blocks in the cosmology – energy “ingredients” from which all
the other symbols in the other levels are composed. Each Star radiates its own unique
influence, and taken as a whole they create a web of light, a woven matrix of luminosity that
crisscrosses space. The Circle Pattern shows the latticework of lines from Star energies interconnecting throughout the circle.
An example is L. Star of Patience. Its energy is that of Imagining, typified by the
imaginary (or archetypal) being of The Dreamer. This star is in the twelve o’clock position
on the Circle Pattern, and it represents in energy both the beginning and end of every cycle.
Without there first being the dream or idea, nothing would exist. And in the end, all merges
back into the magical oneness of the dream, the infinite mystery.
As an example of the multiple roles of symbols within the matrix of the Circle Pattern,
the Star of Patience is one of two Stars in the 1st Gateway of The First Cause, or “I AM”, also
in the 12th Gateway of The Dissolution, or “I MERGE”. This Star also shines over the Sea of
Dreams. (See Appendix for full list of symbols.)
Consciousness as Form – The STATES – The first layer within this matrix of energy
is the ring of State symbols. Here, Starsʼ raw energies combine with each other, powerfully
and directly, due to the proximity of one energy to another. The result is a colliding of
different forces, one that resembles atom-smashing, and this yields the physical universe, the
world of form.
The States are symbols of types of circumstance or conditions we can find ourselves
in, expressed through metaphor. Just as with a mental state, a physical state presents unique
opportunities, advantages, and perhaps, certain disadvantages. For example, the symbol Fire
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(#5) indicates a fiery condition. This may be intense, also expressive, and even consuming.
(See Appendix for full list of symbols.)
Consciousness as Being – The STAR-CROSSES – Within this matrix of blended
energies, Stars continue to extend in space and combine their energies again. At this level, the
emerging soul begins expressing itself in the world of form. Here there appear the varied,
visible facets of self – such as a person’s sunny side or oneʼs moodiness, and the many other
qualities that make up oneʼs persona, such as humor, innocence, and faithfulness.
With the Star-crosses there is an asymmetry of energies not present in any other level.
This shows an emphasis on a single Star energy over the others involved. There are two Starcross symbols in each Garden area around the Circle, and each shows a different expression of
a particular Gateway theme.
For example, the 1st Gateway contains the Star-crosses of Magician and Wanderer,
each with a similar yet distinctly different mix of energies (see below). Numbers 1-4 indicate
the proximity to the symbol and therefore the emphasis of respective energies. Note that
Imagining and Experiencing energies are part of both symbols, but with reversed emphasis,
they yield two entirely different Symbols.
I. The First Cause – The Garden of “I AM”
13. Magician – Expression of Adeptness
1. Imagining, 2. Experiencing, 3. Externalizing, 4. Freeing
25. Wanderer – Expression of Searching
1. Experiencing, 2. Imagining, 3. Adjusting, 4. Trusting
Also, the style of the keywords is unique to the nature of this level. For example,
while the Magician may be an expression of one being Adept, this may also be perceived by
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another as Manipulative. Star-cross symbols involve keywords that can range from positive
to negative. (See Appendix for full list of symbols.)
Inherent Abilities of Consciousness – The GIFTS – Near the mid-point between the
outside of the Circle Pattern and its center are found the ring of Gifts. These are perhaps the
most unique of all the Star Journey symbols, for they represent the unlimited abilities of the
Self. Certain essences of consciousness are present simply by our existing. These essences,
or Gifts, may be tapped into and developed, and also shared with others for support and
inspiration.
An example Gift is that of the Eye (38). Its keywords are Perceiving and Vision. This
pattern of two keywords is followed by all twelve Gifts, the first term being the innate ability
and the second about how this can be developed and shared with others. With the Eye, it is
one thing for consciousness to have the ability to perceive, and when developed, this becomes
the gift of vision, of interpreting and knowing what one sees. (See Appendix for full list of
symbols.)
Consciousness in Transition – KEYS – There is a point, a level, on the Circle Pattern
where the outer world and the inner self meet. This is the area of experience where one is
confronted by the difference between one’s perspective and what is taking place in reality.
This results in the experience of challenge, the need for any differences to be addressed, for
lessons to be learned. Then realization can take place, and one can begin to transition into a
deepening of life experience.
An example is the Block (58), the Challenge of Obstacles. The keywords are these:
Obstacle, Problem – Foundation, Building. There are two pairs of words separated by dash,
which marks meeting the challenge, realization, and shifting personal perspective as needed.
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The Block is the challenge of how one responds to what appears to block the path: is it indeed
an obstacle, or through realization can this actually become a stepping stone? Each of the
twelve Keys represents a different type of challenge we all face in our own lives and in our
own ways. (See Appendix for full list of symbols.)
Approaches of Consciousness – GATES – As one’s journey deepens further, moving
toward the Circle’s center, one encounters the pillars of consciousness itself. Gates are
thresholds, and each one stands for mastery of a particular facet of the psyche. They are
postures of the Self, ones which have been used again and again over time until they become
polished and honed.
An example Gate is the Tower (61). All Gates have a pair or keywords (or phrases)
indicating the dual function of both and entry to and exit from the inner realm of the psyche.
Therefore, the Tower represents Reflection on the one hand, yet it is equally Focusing
Attention. Each of the twelve Gates describes a pair of timeless attributes of the Self. (See
Appendix for full list of symbols.)
Sources of Satisfaction – SIGNS – Once inside the ring of Gates, the final ring is
reached. Here, completion and satisfaction are at hand. Twelve signs denote different ways
one can choose to experience a sense of inner fulfillment.
An example of Signs is the Mountain (73), and it represents one feeling complete and
fulfilled by having climbed “all the way to the top.” Its keywords are Fulfillment through
High Attainment. We may seek different types of achievement depending on different areas
of our lives, such as career or relationship or health, and also goals may change over time.
(See Appendix for full list of symbols.)
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Gaining an understanding of the Star Journey’s Levels of Consciousness as well as the
Cycle of Growth enhances interpreting situations that occur in one’s own life, and it also
builds a deeper personal awareness of an underlying organization of life processes in general.

CONCLUSION
This essay has explored the structure and nature of Star Journey as a cosmological
model. In doing so, the focus has been on the system’s context, how it is organized and how it
presents a cosmological model – a genuinely new mapping of conscious experience. This is a
new framework for understanding given in modern and accessible terms. Learning about this
framework also creates an awareness that there is more to the Star Journey method than a deck
of cards. These are symbols of, metaphors for, timeless aspects of consciousness, organized
in an orderly way, yet infinite in their possibilities for meaning.
Moreover, it is by interacting with Symbols that one directly experiences the method’s
content, bringing concepts to the level of the individual and seeing how they are relevant and
apply to real life experience. The second essay explores several specific techniques for using
the Symbols and Circle Pattern for self-reflection and exploration. It also presents the unique
Guided Process used to experience synchronicity and tap into one’s inner knowing.
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APPENDIX
Complete listing of Star Journey Symbols and themes in the of Circle Pattern
The Twelve Gateways
I.
The First Cause
II. The Matrix
III. The Motion
IV. The Pure Water
V. The Spirit Incarnate
VI. The Grand Plan
VII. The Perfect Union
VIII. The Power
IX. The Illumination
X. The Perfect Form
XI. The Unification
XII. The Dissolution

“I AM”
“I WANT”
“I RELATE”
“I FEEL”
“I PROJECT”
“I BECOME”
“I INTERACT”
“I CARE”
“I REALIZE”
“I PERFECT”
“I EXPAND”
“I MERGE”

The Twelve Seas
i. Sea of Time
ii. Sea of Innocence
iii. Sea of Birth
iv. Sea of Magic
v. Sea of Laughing Hats
vi. Sea of Kings
vii. Sea of Music
viii. Sea of Pyramids
ix. Sea of Labyrinths
x. Sea of Quiet Flowers
xi. Sea of Stars Within
xii. Sea of Dreams

Experiencing
Growing
Adjusting
Internalizing
Externalizing
Integrating
Weighing
Trusting
Perceiving
Freeing
Discovering
Imagining

The 96 Symbols
Stars – Consciousness in Energy
The Energy of …
A. Star of Impulse
Experiencing
B. Star of Reaching
Growing
C. Star of Change
Adjusting
D. Star of Inwardness
Internalizing
E. Star of Laugh
Externalizing
F. Star of Bowing
Integrating
G. Star of Indecision
Weighing
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“The Doer”
“The Speaker”
“The Mover”
“The Feeler”
“The Player”
“Majesty”
“The Dancer”

H.
I.
J.
K.
L.

Star of Hope
Star of Austerity
Star of Independence
Star of Aspiration
Star of Patience

Trusting
Perceiving
Freeing
Discovering
Imagining

States – Consciousness as Form
1. Sand
The State of Readiness
2. Lightning
The Critical State
3. Rain
The State of Release
4. Mud
The State of Complexity
5. Fire
The State of Intensity
6. Water
The Fluid Condition
7. Earth
The Practical State
8. Thunder
Omens
9. Snow
The Simplifying State
10. Fog
Disorientation
11. Air
Letting Go
12. Pool
The State of Repose
Star-crosses – Consciousness as Being
The Expression of …
13. Magician
Adeptness
14. Lover
Desire
15. Child
Innocence
16. Egg
Potentials
17. Moon
Sensitivity
18. Jester
Levity
19. Maiden
Beauty
20. Butterfly
Becoming
21. Knight
Courage
22. Swan
Grace
23. Sun
Vitality
24. Monk
Contemplation
25. Wanderer
Searching
26. Tree
Maturity
27. Chest
Reservations
28. Glass
Self-examination
29. Duck
Conventionality
30. Leaf
New Growth
31. Bell
Attunement
32. Knife
Discrimination
33. Ladder
Progress
34. Window
Perspective
35. Fountain
Joyfulness
36. Candle
Faithfulness
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“The Prayer”
“The Watcher”
“The Deliverer”
“The Seeker”
“The Dreamer”

Gifts – Abilities of Consciousness
The Gift of …
37. Root
Source
38. Eye
Vision
39. Tunnel
Access
40. Harp
Creativity
41. Circle
Unity
42. Chair
Organization
43. Letter
Representation
44. Wheel
Experience
45. Wing
Inspiration
46. Tongue
Communication
47. Morning
Renewal
48. Rope
Extension
The Keys – Consciousness in Transition
The Challenge of …
49. Cup
Acceptance
50. Rose
Idealism
51. Powder
Personal Power
52. Serpent
The Unknown
53. Chain
Commitment
54. Robe
Self-esteem
55. Gate
Opportunity
56. Wind
Outside Forces
57. Mask
Individuality
58. Block
Obstacles
59. Wand
Potentials
60. Ring
Union
The Gates – Approaches of Consciousness
The Approach of …
61. Tower
Awareness
62. Glove
Identity
63. Ice
Objectivity
64. Stone
Resolve
65. Hole
Receptivity
66. Sword
Courage
67. Token
Giving
68. Handle
Responsibility
69. Rod
Strength
70. Cherry
Wholeness
71. Arrow
Swiftness
72. Siphon
Connection
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The Signs – Sources of Satisfaction
Fulfillment through …
73. Mountain
High Attainment
74. Cake
Physical Gratification
75. Cross
Revelation
76. Sea
Deep Understanding
77. Star
Far Discovery
78. Lamp
Knowledge
79. Cave
Intuitive Awareness
80. Pearl
Gradual Accumulating
81. Coffin
Profound Change
82. Field
Notoriety
83. Crown
Leadership
84. Key
Self-realization
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The Light
“The story of the light,” he said,
is in the dance of the Stars.
Look above you, in the sky.
All the universes spin within me,
All that I am is waiting for you;
And my song is the dance of the Stars.
“Look in every direction,
and you will see
the twelve Princes.
Their glory shines among you,
though their home remains in my heart.
“Come out now, my son,
and take your place with me.
See the light within the light,
the mind within the mind,
step into the dance of the Stars
that is you.”
—RHG

INTRODUCTION
The poem above introduced a section of my first book in 1983, Keys to the Kingdom,1
a guide to the Star Journey symbol system. At the time, the poem’s purpose was to inspire the
reader to learn about the cosmological Circle Pattern, a prime component of Star Journey.
Today, the meaning of the poem reaches much further. Not only is Star Journey a model of
consciousness but it is also a practical tool for self-reflection, a vehicle for first hand
exploration of one’s own consciousness in relation to everyday life. Using the tool, one feels
empowered by one's own awareness and can directly experience the feeling of being “the
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light within the light” and the “mind within the mind” – of being a living part of a greater
whole – outside and inside oneself.
This experience occurs through engaging and working with the Symbols of Star
Journey. These are the individual elements that comprise the content of the system, in
contrast with the context provided by the Circle Pattern, the cosmological model described in
the first Masters Essay. This second Essay explores Star Journey used as a tool. Several
specific methods are presented with examples. Philosophical, spiritual, and psychological
concepts central to these uses are also be discussed.

WHAT, HOW, WHY

Star Journey can be used by anyone, as no special background nor prior experience of
any kind is needed. The tool can be used by a single individual, or by a couple, a group, or a
team. One of almost any age can use Star Journey symbols, including young people. The
purpose of the tool is to gain clarity and insight into one’s real life situations. Star Journey
can be used to solve problems, make decisions, and explore relationships. Topics explored
can be about any aspect of one’s life, such as job and career, economic challenges, work/life
balance, family and love relationships, and setting and attaining goals.
There are several structured methods that one can choose from, known as various
“games of meaning.” Some involve a random draw of cards; others entail conscious
selection, but both approaches are entirely acceptable and may be determined by the user.
This essay focuses on a main methodology called the Goal Journey, and it also describes three
other methods: the Personal Portrait, the Relationship Linking Method, and Analysis by Stars.
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Synchronicity and Intuition
Perhaps the most significant feature of Star Journey is that the process evokes both the
experience of synchronicity and intuitive awareness. These two factors contribute in great
measure to what allows Star Journey to be profound in its impact.
“The light within the light.” – When one experiences synchronicity, the feeling is
that of being intimately connected with the outer world and life processes. “What comes to
you has a special meaning just for you,” and “there are no accidents.” A random draw of
cards can trigger this experience. It is very common for a person using Star Journey to be
amazed by the aptness and the appropriateness of the symbols that are obtained. The same
principle of synchronicity is termed “The I Ching Effect” by Elmer Green in introducing
another self-reflection tool, Ann Nunley’s Inner Counselor.2 Jung considered synchronicity
to be a part of human existence. Experiencing it makes one feel more connected with the
world at large, with oneself as part of a greater unfolding vision.
“The mind within the mind.” – When one experiences inner knowing or intuition, the
person feels deep inner connection to the subconscious or unconscious mind, even to a deeper
collective unconscious linking everyone, as Jung believed.3 A result of engaging one’s
intuition is a greater trust in oneself, of one’s inner senses and gut feelings. Other benefits
that occur from using Symbols and the Guided Process are discussed along with a case study
example.
Each Symbol contains several elements, all of which come into play in using the
methods: Symbol name, number, image, keywords, and Level of Consciousness. The
systematic Guided Process takes the player through several steps of reviewing and engaging
the elements of a Symbol. At each stage, different mental functions are utilized, gradually
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building one’s own unique meaning – about how the symbol relates to the topic chosen, to
that particular person, and at that moment in time.
The underlying concept of the system is that the answers to most of life’s questions
can be found within oneself. The Star Journey methodology quickly and easily puts a person
in touch with the experience of synchronicity through the apparently random draw of
symbols, and then one taps inner awareness through the steps of the Guided Process.

Symbol, Metaphor, Archetype
The basic elements used in Star Journey are a set of 96 Symbols. A symbol is a
construct that links a physical likeness to a deep core of meaning within oneself. Exploring
symbols is a means to access and experience these deeper levels of awareness. Experiencing
symbols brings more depth and richness – and consciousness – to everyday living. The
symbols in Star Journey are so simple that any could be considered archetypal, that is, pure
mental forms, as Jung maintained.3 Fire evokes intensity; the Maiden purity; the Mountain
attainment; the Eye vision; and so on. Moreover, the symbol set is arranged according to a
pattern. At its perimeter is a ring of primary symbols, archetypes that include The Dreamer,
The Doer, The Feeler, The Deliverer, and others. These prime qualities contribute to the
nature of each of the other symbols within the latticework of Star energies.
Exploring real life situations through use of symbols – through metaphor – allows one
to project thoughts and feelings onto something outside oneself. Self-exploration can take
place freely, unfettered by habitual thought-patterns, in a symbolic or metaphoric realm of
images. Solutions can be much easier to find or to create when using metaphor.
This concept was explored by George Lakoff and Mark Johnson in Metaphors We Live
By.4 In the book, they state: “…metaphor is typically viewed as characteristic of language
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alone, a matter of words rather than thought or action. …We have found, on the contrary, that
metaphor is pervasive in everyday life…. Our ordinary conceptual system in terms of which
we both think and act, is fundamentally metaphorical in nature.”
Dan Scorpio shows some practical approaches in his article “Metaphor and Problem
Solving.”5 His steps include “Remodel the Problem,” restating the problem by use of a
metaphor. This is followed by “Brainstorm to Solve Metaphor” exploring solutions to the
metaphoric problem with as many diverse associations as can be thought of. Then finally,
“Back Mapping” takes place in which one applies the solution discovered in metaphor to the
real life problem. All of these steps are involved in Star Journey’s Guided Process.

Examining the Process
Below are the steps in the Guided Process along with the particular mental functions
involved at each stage. For convenience, in this text, the term “player” will be used when
referring to the individual using the tool.
1. First Impressions – Free Association, Intuition
Taking note of one’s first impressions of symbols drawn. Free association is a term
coined by Freud to denote the mode in which the mind engages sub-conscious
thoughts and connections that are most relevant to the user.6 Additionally, Jung
believed such inner exploration opened up intuition (inner knowing) through accessing
sub-conscious as well as unconscious layers of the mind.7
2. Keywords – Rational, Linear Analysis
There are a series of keywords related to each Symbol; the format for these is different
for each Level. The player uses rational thinking to consider how keywords may
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apply to the Topic. Of note is Grayling’s philosophy of utilizing logic8; however, an
article by Greer points out that linear thinking has limitations in exploring life events
which are typically non-linear.9
3. Level of Consciousness – Novel charting of conscious experience
This charting is unique to the Star Journey model: the categories (rings) of Symbols
describing distinct levels of life experience. These are presented in detail in Star
Journey – A Cosmology of Self.10
4. Picture Story – Visualization, Active Imagination
A step involving visualizing the situation/topic by employing the three Symbols in a
picture. Any of these mental techniques may be involved:
a. Thinking in Metaphor – Use of symbols as metaphors, consciously and/or subconsciously, to describe one’s real life situation,
b. Projective Technique – Being able to visualize and explore inner thoughts and
feelings by viewing things as objects outside oneself. The player finds a safe
way to be open and honest about situations,
c. Active Imagination11 – As described by Jung, delving into the sub-conscious
and unconscious mind.
5. Best Picture – Creative Visualization, Transformation
Using visualization as a problem-solving technique, and consciously creating a better
image by using visual metaphor. One can experience the choice of change in attitude
or in perspective directly. This step encourages positive and creative change,
transformation that is self-designed. Garfield12 and Williams13 have discussed positive
visualization through study of dreamwork.
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6. Plan of Action – Integration, Planning
The player considers how to apply the change in approach or perspective in the real
life situation, creating a plan for taking positive steps forward.

Using the “Goal Journey” Method
The Goal Journey method involves using three randomly selected symbols in response
to a mentee’s topic. The symbols represent three dynamics: the Goal, the Problem or issue
keeping the individual from the Goal, and the You Now. Because the Guided Process is
central to the full and effective use of the Symbols, it is presented in detail below, including
an example of someone exploring a personal topic.

The Guided Process of Interpretation
The purpose of the process is to develop one’s own unique meaning. Below is the
step-by-step process through which one builds an interpretation, learning what the symbols
really mean for the individual at this point in time.
To begin, the player chooses a topic to explore. It can be insightful simply to focus on
what one actually wants to get information about.
1. First Impressions – Free Association – The player explores whether there any
immediate first impressions (in terms of the Topic) upon looking at the symbols obtained for
the Goal, Problem, and You Now.
As an example, a professional man, Frank, explored an issue in his life, the Topic of
wanting to “really get ahead in my job,” and the symbols he drew were these:
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GOAL:

Crown

PROBLEM:

Chair

YOU NOW:

Stone

When asked about First Impressions, Frank thought the Crown as a Goal might mean
being head of his department and not having to report to anyone. Frank's impression
of the Chair as a Problem was symbolizing the amount of study, paperwork, and just
being in the office the job required. He thought the Stone as You Now could be the
grindstone it often felt like.

2. Keywords – Rational, Linear Analysis – The player reviews the keywords for each
symbol and considers how these descriptors provide more information and elaborate about
what a symbol can mean in terms of the Topic.
Frank saw that the keywords for Crown are Leadership and Guidance. He decided
this meant the job can really lead somewhere. The Chair, when presented as a
Problem, indicates Positioning, Organization, and Evaluation. This sense of structure
or organization may hinder an otherwise free soul, and sometimes Frank felt lost in
the shuffle – just another desk and chair. Finally, the You Now symbol of the Stone is
the Approach of Firmness with keywords Steadfastness and Integrity. Frank thought
about the value of standing his ground on certain issues, and acting with more
integrity.
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3. Levels of Consciousness – Charting
Levels of Life Experience – Each Symbol is part of a
particular Level of Consciousness within the
framework of the Circle Pattern (see Figure 1). The
player finds the Level of each of the three symbols
and considers how these factor into the symbols’
meaning regarding the Topic.
Frank saw that the Crown was a Sign
indicating a type of fulfillment. Indeed, he
felt the goal involved reward, and he realized
in this case this also meant developing

Figure 1 – Levels of Consciousness

leadership. The Chair as a Problem symbol was found to be an inner Gift or quality.
It occurred to him that his ability to work within the system, being like a cog in a
wheel, could at times occupy his focus rather than making his actions stand out. The
Stone was a Gate symbol, representing inner attitudes and approaches. Frank saw this
as staying firm and true to his own goals.

4. Picture Story – Visualization, Active Imagination – The player imagines or
visualizes a single scene which contains the three symbols and, optionally, the player as well.
The idea is to form a mental picture of how the symbols are seen interacting with each other.
Once this is done, the player describes the feelings, thoughts, and physical sensations
associated with the picture. This describing step allows the subconscious mind to become
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involved and create a kind of visual allegory. Then the conscious mind becomes aware of real
reactions to the picture story. The player is asked to consider how this relates to the Topic.
The scene Frank imagined was this: a Chair firmly standing on a large Stone with the
Crown idly placed atop the back of the chair. What might this mean? Frank thought
that his job was serving as a foundation, the organization as a potential throne, and
the crown was waiting to be worn by someone who would claim it.

5. Best Picture – Creative Visualization – The player now has the opportunity to
create a better picture or make up a new one. The object is to deliberately and consciously
create a scene of interaction among symbols that the player likes the best. This is a
transformative step in which the player has the opportunity to shape a picture with the best
look and best outcome, using symbol and metaphor to achieve desired new results. The more
vivid and positive the picture, the better it can be retained in the player's memory.
Frank's “Best Picture” was seeing the Stone and Chair uniting, so that the result was
a sort of throne. Frank also decided this time to put himself in the picture. He
reached up, took the Crown that hung on the Chair and put it on his head.
Symbolically, Frank figured out a way to get from where he was to where he wanted to
be.
6. Plan of Action – Integrating, Planning – Finally, the player considers how the
metaphoric solution can be translated into new approaches and/or new action in the real life
situation.
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In Frank's case, he saw that his own firmness and integrity could be used to elevate
him above organizational issues, and that this could be a way to show an extra
measure of performance that would gain him a leadership position.

This same process is used throughout the various “games of meaning” available with
Star Journey.

ADDITIONAL TECHNIQUES
Several other “games of meaning” and techniques can be utilized with Star Journey
Symbols and Circle Pattern. The Personal Portrait and Relationship Linking are applications
that can enhance personal understanding.

The Personal Portrait
The Personal Portrait is an application using Star Journey
symbols in which a player selects symbols to describe his or her
status, and then utilizes journaling about symbol meanings. The
process can be repeated at a later time, and comparisons may be
noted of selecting different symbols as the individual changes and
grows. One symbol is selected from each of the seven Levels of
Consciousness. (Sample shown in Figure 2.)
For example, from the Stars list (Consciousness as
Energy) a person might choose the Star of Reaching to represent
the type of energy experienced at the moment. This is “The
Speaker” and the energy of Growing. The player can then journal
Figure 2 – Example Personal Portrait
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about the specific meaning and reasons for choosing that symbol. Moving to the next level,
that of Consciousness in Form – States, the player might choose Earth as a symbol of current
conditions. Earth is the symbolic condition of Resources, Stability, and Structure. After
noting specific meaning, the player moves on through all seven Levels, including those of
Self-expression, Inner Gift, Challenge, Attitude, and Fulfillment.

The Relationship Linking Method
This is a useful tool for partners and friends to explore their relationships, their
connections, and how they work together. Players consciously select their individual Symbol
to represent themselves, and their corresponding positions are plotted on the Circle Pattern.
Then, together, they locate one or two other Symbol points on the Circle that will connect
their symbols. The linking symbol represents what the couple can utilize to function better.
Through applying the Guided Process, they can individually and together explore each
person’s position and the linking
symbol.
In the example in Figure 3, a
couple Kim and Robert were
exploring their relationship. Kim
selected the Swan to represent how
she felt, and Robert chose the Chain.

Figure 3 – Example Relationship Linking Method

The couple briefly talked about what
their choice of Symbols meant to them, including reviewing Symbols’ keywords and Levels of
Consciousness. They marked corresponding points on the Circle Pattern and then looked for
what point might connect the two. They quickly saw that Glove (62) would link their
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symbols. They discovered that the Inner Approach (Gate level) of Identity could help unify
their selections. The keywords are Projecting Identities as well as Accepting Assistance. In
brief, the couple acknowledged that an inner approach of more recognition of each other and
accepting each other’s outreaches as ways they could function better as a couple, and be less
at odds with each other.

Analysis by Stars
This analysis can add dimension
to any “game of meaning” in Star
Journey. Any Symbol that has been
selected (randomly or deliberately), can
be viewed at a deeper level by examining
a Symbol’s energy components. These
are the universal Star energies connected

Figure 4 – Example Analysis by Stars

to the Symbol as seen on the Circle Pattern. As an example, Figure 4 shows that the Ring
(60), The Challenge of Union, is comprised primarily of the archetypal energies of
Discovering and Imagining as well as those of Internalizing and Weighing.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The various “games of meaning” developed for Star Journey have been discussed
briefly and the Guided Process for developing one’s unique interpretation of symbols has
been illustrated. Although examples have been presented, it is from first hand use of Star
Journey that the readers actually experience their own synchronicity and use of the intuitive
mind.
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In summary, it should be noted that utilizing the Star Journey method as a tool for selfexploration has several important benefits. These are:
Empowerment – Star Journey is empowering, in that the individual experiences a
process that clearly and simply demonstrates self direction and control in life.
Levels of Consciousness – The individual has a charting of how consciousness
interacts with the cosmos. This is a new reference that can be applied to problem solving and
real life situations. The Levels span a spectrum of personal experience from the external
world to inner realms of being.
Value of Metaphor – Individuals find it to be an easy process to objectify, articulate,
and discuss real life issues when doing so through the metaphor of symbols.
Tools for Change – The systematic Guided Process leads a person to create
constructive change and build a plan of action for integration into everyday living.
Increased Self-Assuredness – Through the direct experience of synchronicity and
tapping into one’s intuitive mind, the individual comes away with an enhanced sense of
wholeness and connectedness. The person is also more confident going forward, better
equipped to handle not only self-exploration, but also for growth and change in an ever
changing world.
This concludes the essay on Star Journey as a tool for self-exploration. The next
essay, the third in the series of four, delves into several applications of Star Journey in specific
ways and with certain groups.
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KASSY
Ten-year-old Kassy was having severe recurring nightmares. She
increasingly resisted going to bed, knowing that it meant a night full of terror.
Kassy had used Star Journey before with psychotherapist Gerry Marr, and
agreed to use it again to try to find a resolution to the nightmares. She did the
“Goal Journey” process involving three randomly drawn Symbols, reflecting
and visualizing “picture stories” – how the Symbols interact visually in her
mind. The process then proceeds to visualizing the “best picture” possible,
doing so in a deliberate and constructive manner. Kassy was not satisfied with
doing this just once. She threw herself at the task, doing twelve Goal Journeys
in a row in rapid succession. When she got to a stopping place, Gerry asked
Kassy if she agreed that Star Journeys come from the same place as dreams.
She agreed. Gerry pointed out she had just had twelve good dreams in a row.
Kassy grinned and agreed, and Gerry underscored the point that she could have
good dreams too.
The nightmares ceased following that session and have not returned in
the ensuing six months.1

INTRODUCTION
Kassy’s story brings out several points. Working with symbols can have
results that are quite beneficial and practical. Working with symbols need not be a
mysterious, esoteric, or metaphysical experience. And importantly, with good tools,
even ten-year-olds can learn to heal themselves and feel in control of their lives.
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The third in the series of four, this essay recounts the stories of Star Journey
users, including those in education, professional work, and those who have had novel
uses or applications. In a previous essay, the reader was introduced to the significance
of an individual’s “picture story” in interpreting life events. Here, the reader can learn
from the actual user (or facilitator) what occurred and how it benefitted the individuals
and the quality of their lives.
First hand accounts of Star Journey experiences offer a rich array of case
studies, and ones requiring minimal deconstruction by the author (or observer).

STORIES OF USES
Graduate Nursing Students
Nursing students at the University of North Carolina–Charlotte (UNCC)
experience Star Journey as part of the Nursing Theory course taught by Professor of
Nursing, Sonya Hardin, PhD, RN (UNCC, Nursing 6101, Theoretical Basis for
Nursing Practice). Hardin believes that one must know one’s own self in order to
effectively care for others, and she employs the Star Journey method with students for
self-reflection, for self-care, and at times with patients to help them cope with their
conditions.2
Jean Watson’s theory on nursing includes the use of self-reflection, meditation
and metaphor as a means to relate to one’s mind, body, and soul.3 In their article
“Becoming Self-Reflective: Caring for Self and Others,” Hentz and Lauterbach4
discuss the concept of “developing awareness and understanding of self and other,”
and they address the process of reflective-action and its goal of synchronizing the
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mind, body, and spirit. In the article they state: “The model of self-reflection begins
with creating a right relationship with self, a process that begins with a focus on
personal experiences and meanings. By reflecting on one's life choices, values, and
beliefs, nurses develop self-awareness, self-understanding, aid the potential for selffulfillment.”
Since January, 2010, Hardin has been bringing students to Star Journey
workshops, which are provided on a complimentary basis three times a week. These
sessions are held in virtual world Second Life (see www.secondlife.com), where UNC
has a virtual campus, and also where Star Journey has its 3-D multi-user version as a
special island. Star Journey Island combines the Circle Pattern geometry with the 96
Symbols, resulting in an immersive landscape of interactive symbols found among
Gardens, Seas, and Stars in the sky.
The size of nursing classes has been from 20 to 35 students, with ages ranging
from 25 to 67. Hardin is pleased with the growth shown by students as a result of
learning about and using Star Journey.5 The minimum requirement is for each student
to attend one each of three types of Star Journey sessions, to perform the Goal Journey
technique for themselves for exploring a personal topic, and to write three brief papers
on their experience on how Star Journey related to various disciplines, such as Music,
Art, or Science. (See the Appendix for the complete class assignment.) Below are
some excerpts from selected student papers:
The Mountain symbol – “The most interesting part of the session for me was
when we actually got to climb the mountain. By being able to actually
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physically climb a mountain, takes the symbol and the visualization of the
mountain and puts it into an objective format.
“I compare my educational advancement to the climb of the mountain. I feel I
am getting closer to the top with all I have accomplished, but sometimes when
I look up it seems there is yet a great distance.”
* * * * *
The Cup symbol – “The cup can be seen as half empty or half full. A half
empty cup would be someone who would look at their life in a negative way.
A half full cup would be someone that looks at life in a positive manner. My
cup is half full most of the time. I am a very giving and forgiving person and
try to look at everything in a positive way.”
* * * * *
“Another member could easily experience a completely different set of
emotions and come to a different conclusion from the symbols drawn. This is
the true beauty of Star Journey, as it allows each person to discover inner
awareness and peace by navigating through the numerous locations on the
island.”
* * * * *
“As the meeting progressed, Starman [avatar of the author] discussed the
symbol of the Eye and he asked the audience what the symbol of the eye meant
to us? I thought for a moment and typed in ‘the ability to see beyond what is
actually there.’ When the Eye card information was revealed it said,
‘Perceiving, Vision,’ the ability to see inside and out, which helps one interpret
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life. Whoa, this is getting really deep, I thought to myself, and I am actually
thinking outside of my concrete little world. Perhaps, he (Starman) is on to
something.
“Reflecting back, I realize just how much I use my eyes to try to understand
life. Whether it be the pictures or imagery I conjure up in my mind, or what I
am actually seeing, my eyes seem to help me determine what my response or
next course of action should be in a given situation.”
* * * * *
“Star Journey provides a theoretical framework for nurses to gain selfawareness in order to be present and promote patient advocacy.”

Harden notes that results from classes include students’ heightened insight,
increased reflection, and gaining an understanding of the use of metaphors, concepts,
and models.6

One Woman’s Journey to Fulfillment
The following is a case study of a young mother’s moving experience using
Star Journey in clarifying direction in her life. While this experience was from a
workshop it held the immersive and interactive virtual world version of Star Journey,
the same process is involved in all formats of the tool. She felt motivated to create an
artwork of the vivid Best Picture she visualized for her outcome. Her first-person
account is presented here in its entirety, as it was recently presented in an article in a
peer review publication.7
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“I visited the Goal Journey workshop, seeking insight into my current life
situation. I am a recent college graduate, who is used to working a full time
job in retail while pursuing education. That recently changed as I became a
full time mother. Now I felt lost, with little direction as to what to do for my
life and future. I began looking inward, seeking spiritual paths and somehow
found Star Journey island.
“At this hands-on learning session, I decided to be the volunteer, posing the
question about my current situation.
“First, at the Star Deck, I was asked to choose one of twelve doorways,
Gateways, basic themes in Star Journey. I instantly was attracted to “The Pure
Water” Gateway because of a dream I had of running in water near a mountain.
It felt ‘right.’ Then I chose three random symbol cards for my own Goal
Journey.
“First was The Cross, representing my Goal. We teleported to the Cross room;
instantly, I felt a connection, and a resonance deeply within me. The symbol’s
keywords: New Direction, Revelation, Spiritual Awakening.
“In my life, it seems there are many signs pointing me to pursuits of the
spiritual. And with this being my Goal card, it made total sense for me. I saw
that The Cross was about inner experience, about fulfillment. With all of the
‘soul seeking’ I’ve been doing, it made complete sense.
“The second symbol was The Wand. This stood for the Problem, keeping me
from the Goal. The Wand area had a beautiful hot air balloon and wind
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chimes. My first impression was something magical, such as magical thinking
or wishing, and of feelings such as having faith or belief in self (or lack
thereof). The keywords were: Imagining, Potentials, Will, Actualizing.
“This resonated deeply with me once again. My problem is not actually taking
the step of what can be, but to follow my dreams. I saw that the only problem
is my failure to make the move from imagining to actualizing.”
“The Wand fit onto the Circle Pattern chart at the Key level symbol,
representing challenge. The challenge is “to just hop on board and make it
happen. “My third symbol was The Cave, as the You Now. This is where I am
now in my life, and it was also at the level of fulfillment. The Cave was full of
life, a waterfall, living creatures, and crystals. My first impression of the cave
was seclusion, or hiding. The keywords are Inner resources, Insight.
“As a fulfillment symbol, I saw that I am already using my inner resources to
gain insight into my life, which is completely true! I realize the current feelings
of seclusion and solitude (my intuitive impression) are also allowing me
opportunities of insight.
“All three of these symbols resonated perfectly with me about my current life
situation, and my interpretation was that the answer was to use the process (the
Wand) actually just taking the steps in my life toward spiritual fulfillment.”
“Then at the Envision Deck, I visualized the three symbols together in a picture
as “me walking on a path and coming out of a forest. The path leads into a
cave, above the entrance to which there is a large cross. I am carrying The
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Wand. It is summer time, and the sun is
shining through the trees illuminating The
Cave. It feels like I’ve found something, and
The Wand has led me there.
“In this vision, the cross was upon the cave. I
was carrying the wand, using the ‘process’ to
find my spiritual fulfillment; walking the path
will bring me there, to discover the treasure
within myself; fulfillment and happiness. I just need to have the faith to take
action and diligently seek spiritual fulfillment, to make myself more whole.
This journey was incredible! It helped me gain new insight into my life.”
Christine F.
9/27/2011

Of note is how Christine went from being a mildly interested session volunteer
to someone gaining a profound insight into her life. She readily embraced the selfdirected aspects of the tool. Her own artwork (shown above) is a clear illustration of
the integration of her symbols into a powerful personal realization.

Utilizing Voice Dialogue
A technique called Voice Dialogue can be used as an adjunct to the Guided
Process of using Star Journey for self-exploration. The theoretical framework for
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Voice Dialogue comes from the theory of the Psychology of Selves put forth by a
former student of Jung, Hal Stone, PhD and his wife Sidra Stone, PhD.8 Voice
Dialogue is the technique for implementing the theory, and “primary selves” are those
selves that emerged in our maturation process to protect the “inner child” from pain
and allow us to reach our goals. The Stones have developed methods for giving voice
to these other selves.9 Below is an account of a counseling session utilizing Voice
Dialogue to explore a symbol more personally and in more depth.
“Star Journey has proved to be a straightforward, yet surprising profound and
direct way for me to access my intuitions about complex challenges in my life.
Utilizing the Symbol set as a jumping off point, I’ve discovered things I already
knew, but was unaware of, concerning the challenges in my life. Working with
Star Journey coach Gerry Marr, as he poses questions of me in a guided voice
dialogue, unveiled further levels of my inner knowing. He asked me to “take
on” the aspects of the Serpent, a symbol of challenge presented to me in the
process, and I decided to call my own serpent ‘Sly.’ I then spoke as though I
were that persona. I was able to recognize aspects of myself that I needed to
more fully embrace and embody in order for me to reach my goal of The Tower.
It became clear through the Voice Dialogue process what gifts the apparent
‘problem’ had for me, and how I might go about enlisting these gifts for my
success. In permaculture there is a saying, ‘the problem is the solution.’ Well,
in Star Journey if there is a ‘Problem’ card, then Voice Dialogue seems to be the
path to take one deeper into it to find the solution. A highly useful and
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strikingly immediate system for revealing the greater perspective that lives just
beneath the surface of things.”10

Working with Children
Star Journey facilitator Linda Lott, RN shares an experience with a young prereader:11
“I wanted to see if my four-year-old grandson would like to play a storytelling
game with Star Journey cards, and he was a good sport and told me about the
first few cards while I turned them over. Then he said the game wasn’t right. I
replied that we could put it away and he said, “No!” and took the cards away
from me. He wanted to turn over the cards and organize them himself. He told
me lots of stories with lots of sound effects and I learned quite a bit about him
by listening and letting him control the game.”

This example makes it apparent once again that self-direction is a major feature
of the Star Journey tool, not only in working with adults but also with very young
children.
A transpersonal counselor, Gloria Reese, LMFT has been using Star Journey in
her work with clients and family as well as in her own life for over 20 years. Below
she describes how she works with children:12
“My work with children came out of very informal experimentation. I ended up
using the cards in several different ways. Only one might be considered a game,
and the others more problem solving tools.
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“With younger children I almost always work with the cards face up and spread
out on the table. I let them choose the image that represents their problem or
dream experience. They might select any number of images to express the
situation, including how they are feeling. At this point, I encourage exploration
of the problem/experience and story telling. I encourage them to use as many
cards as they like to talk about what happened, or how they are feeling.
Sometimes they move the cards around while telling their story, sometimes
adding or subtracting cards during the process. My role is that of active listener.
“From here we move on to problem solving, where I usually, but not always,
employ the circle pattern. We put markers on the images they have chosen, and
look for connecting points. We look at the cards for those points and see if they
suggest a new story that helps; if the children don't want to incorporate the new
image, I have them choose cards they want to create a new story. If they need
help, I might ask ‘what if’ questions that stimulate alternative possibilities. This
is also a fun way to talk about dreams, or examine disturbing images in a
nightmare, employing imagery and narrative (they choose) that helps the child
feel empowered to alter the story.
“During conflict resolution, I have each party choose a card that represents them
in the conflict, and use the Circle Pattern to find connecting points to create a
solution story together. This story has to ultimately end in a practical plan that
both parties agree to.”
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The ways Star Journey can be utilized with children is virtually unlimited. The
key is to let the children feel free to explore and experience as they see fit.

Use in Therapy
Below, Gloria Reese’s explains her perspective on the use of Star Journey as part
of the therapy process in general.13
“The Symbol cards’ archetype symbols incorporate the natural language of the
brain and dream state of imagery and metaphor, and help therapeutically bypass
defenses, move under and away from intellectualization and cognitive distortions,
stimulating creativity, self reflection, and exploration. The Circle Pattern
encourages insight, the recognition of patterns, cyclical growth, and connections.
The combination of the Symbol cards, and the Circle Pattern together lend
themselves to a very powerful and at the same time pliable repertoire of
interactive therapeutic tools for growth.”

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this essay, we explored a variety of uses and applications of the Star Journey
method. These included a ten-year-old resolving her own chronic nightmares. We
saw how nursing students learn and use the method as part of their graduate work, a
program that is founded on the value of self-reflection and self-care. We also heard
the first-person account of a life-clarifying experience by a new mother. In addition,
we found that other techniques can enhance the experience of Star Journey such as
utilization of Voice Dialogue. The discussion of uses with children included a positive
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play experience with a child as young as fours year old. Finally, Reese explained the
value of the tool in therapy.
The fourth and final essay in this series addresses how the various aspects of
Star Journey – its model, its method, and its uses – provide a tool that is multidimensional, and has countless possibilities for ways of helping people help
themselves. The essay explores various approaches for educating the public in the use
of Star Journey as well as further development of interpersonal and multi-user formats.
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APPENDIX

1.

Gerald Marr, email communication, January 17, 2012, full text.
This account is about the course of working with a ten-year-old girl who will be
referred to as Kassy. Her primary diagnosis centered around a complex of
anxiety-related disorders. Approximately six months into intensive in-home
psychotherapy therapy, she was afflicted by severe recurring nightmares. This
was a nightly event and had been going on for approximately two weeks. It was
brought to the attention of this writer, when Kassy began getting highly agitated
about two hours before going to bed, and was offering increasing resistance to
going to bed, knowing that it meant a night full of terror.
Kassy could only be described as very highly-strung and very difficult to establish
and maintain rapport with. The writer had successfully used Star Journey Method
with her as a rapport-building asset for some time prior to the onset of the
nightmares. Kassy agreed to work with Star Journey to try and find a resolution to
the nightmares. She threw herself at the task, doing a series of twelve
“Goal Journey” reflections in rapid succession. Normally I would discourage
doing more than a few in a row around the same issue, as it tends to muddle ones
insight, even acting as form of resistance to addressing an issue. Kassy is
not amenable to rules and containment, so this writer simply cheered her on.
Once Kassy came to what seemed to a natural stopping place, the writer asked her
if she agreed that Star Journeys come from the same place as dreams. She agreed.
I then brought it to her attention that she had just had twelve good dreams in a
row. Kassy grinned and agreed as the writer underscored that she could also have
good dreams, too.
That concluded the session, and as the writer was leaving, he turned and said,
“You might be surprised how well you’ll sleep tonight....”
The nightmares ceased following that session and have not returned in the ensuing
six months.

2.

Hardin’s Nursing Theory Class – Sample Assignments with Star Journey
Discipline: English
Assignment:
1) Write a paper describing Star Journey.
2) Write a paper on the student's experience in Star Journey
3) Take one of the symbols and write a paper on the meaning of the symbol
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Discipline: Philosophy
Assignment:
1) Compare the model of Star Journey to Bernard Russel’s concept of Happiness
2) Evaluate Star Journey relative to Sarte’s Philosophy
3) Using the philosophy of esthetics discuss the island of Star Journey
Discipline: History
Assignment:
1) Take one of the symbols and write a paper on the meaning of the symbol from
a variety of cultures
Discipline: Art
Assignment:
1) Explore the art on the Star Journey Island and write a comparison paper of the
various styles
Discipline: Drama
Assignment:
1) Conduct a play based upon the use of goal journey on the Star Journey Island
2) Develop a Script that can be used in one of the settings on Star Journey Island
Discipline: Music
Assignment:
1) Identify music that would be synergistic with each of the sites on Star Journey
Island
Discipline: Psychology
Assignment:
1) Explain the psychology underlying the value of Star Journey as a tool
2) Describe gender differences in the meanings identified with the symbols in Star
Journey
3) Describe the use of Star Journey as a method to decrease stressors
4) Discuss the use of memories or dreaming as they are applied to symbols in Star
Journey
Discipline: Sociology
Assignment:
1) Write a report examining the Relationship Journey tool on the Star Journey
Island.
2) Discuss the culture of Second Life and how events that are interpersonal are
experienced in Star Journey
Discipline: Science
Assignment:
1) Identify the symbols that are organic in nature and explain why they are
organic or their molecular composition
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Discipline: Nursing
Assignment:
1) Write an essay on your experience at a Fireside Chat
2) Go through the Goal Journey process and write a reflective paper
3) Write an essay describing how Star Journey could be utilized within nursing.
4) Discuss the use of reflection as a method to develop introspection
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"Tell me and I will forget, show me and I may remember,
involve me and I will understand.”
– Confucius

INTRODUCTION
In this last of four essays on the Star Journey method, the author explores the
following topics related to teaching as well as future development and evolution of the
method:
1. Unique Learning Programs – Discussion of some special methods and related
rationale for educating the public on use of Star Journey, teaching formats
utilized, and additionally providing in-depth coursework on the method for
more serious students.
2. Mentoring & Coaching – Examination of how the method can be an effective
part of the process of mentoring and coaching.
3. Interpersonal Use – Discussion of development of additional uses and
dimensions of Star Journey method. These new uses build upon its initial
orientation as a self-reflection tool for individuals and expand into multi-user
applications that pertain to couples, teams and groups. Also discussed is
utilization of Star Journey tools in social media with the objective of more
effective communication between people.
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LEARNING PROGRAMS
Purposes
There are two overall purposes for conducting learning and educational activities on
the Star Journey method.
First, Star Journey is best understood from direct and first-hand experience, in
order for one to truly grasp the concepts and experience the empowering benefits of
the methodology. This entails a person actually using Star Journey to explore a topic
from one’s own life, utilizing its Symbols and the method’s Guided Process to
experience in practical terms how the method brings about personal clarity and
provides tools for change. Synchronicity, tapping one’s inner knowing, creative
visualization – these are principles and techniques that need to be experienced to be
understood. Therefore there are ongoing efforts to demonstrate the method and its
techniques to the general public through a wide variety of workshops and seminars.
Secondly, the underlying
organization of the system and its
elegant description of aspects of
consciousness – through the Symbols
and the Circle Pattern – make for rich
content for those who seek deeper
knowledge from studying the system.

Figure 1. Two main components of Star Journey, the set of 96
Symbol cards and Circle Pattern, showing how symbols are
inter-related.

Courses of varying length and complexity are provided for students in advanced
learning settings, such as universities and institutes.
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Teaching Methods and Modalities
Experiential learning, learning from direct experience and reflection, is a
powerful vehicle for delivering knowledge and understanding. One of its earliest
proponents was educator and philosopher John Dewey who believed that education
and learning are social and interactive processes. 1 Experiential learning is one key
aspect of teaching the Star Journey method, that is to use the tools and relate to its
concepts through direct experience as well as through dialogue with others.
The processes involved in using Star Journey symbols draw on a number of
various mental functions, all of which create experiential discovery and refection
about real life situations. The exploration of images and
metaphor relates to non-linear aspects of mental processing
which are believed to be older, more basic parts of the brain and
which connect to an experience of life that is free from what
can be cognitive mental bias. This is the belief of evolutionary
psychologist Anthony Storr2 among others.
Three-dimensional teaching is another key aspect of
Figure 2. Tibetan Kalachaka Mandala

how Star Journey is experienced and taught.
In the first of these Essays, the correlation was made
between the Star Journey Circle Pattern and other historic
systems of meaning, including Tibetan mandalas and chakras.
On further examination, many of these teachings also involve a
3-dimensional aspect, making a correlation with the physical
world and with the construct of the human body, in other words
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Figure 3. The Labyrinth, example
from Western tradition of 3dimensional concepts

the multiple “dimensionality” of these higher concepts is made more real. The Tibetan
Kalachakra system3 and the Mount Meru 3-D model,4 are prime examples. There are
also parallels with the western concept of the Labyrinth,5 the mandala-like Navajo
Medicine Paintings,6 and astrology, the science of personality as reflected in the starfilled heavens.7

Figures 4, 5, 6: Aspect of Tibetan Kalachakra system, showing correlations among 3-dimension mandala,
chakras, the human body and the earth and physical elements.

This “dimensionality” aspect of Star Journey can be perceived in the visual
order and complexity of the geometric Circle Pattern map of consciousness. And its
“3-dimensionality” becomes apparent through being expressed in its virtual world
format. This format was important in the expansion of Star Journey's programs in that

Figure 7. Virtual world format, which in the case of Star Journey allows the Circle Pattern and Symbol cards to
merge into a 3-dimensional landscape for self-exploration.
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it provided a means for the 96 Symbol elements and Circle Pattern to merge into a
single three-dimensional landscape. The virtual world format allows people to meet,
experience and share in a common “space.” This creates an environment for multi-user
experiences and for engaging symbols in new interactive ways, ways that are simply
not possible with the cards and pattern alone. For
example, the symbol Rose becomes a rose grotto that one
can enter and experience in the round; the symbol Water is
expressed as a cascading waterfall in a tranquil setting; and
the Gate symbol becomes a physical gate one encounters
on a pathway and must decide whether to pass through to
whatever will be on the other side.
As Star Journey evolved in recent years, it moved
beyond its original form of printed cards, chart and books
to other formats afforded by new technologies. Star

Figure 8. In Star Journey’s virtual format,
icicles hang from eaves of the Ice symbol’s
meditation area.

Journey’s tools are now available online via its website, or
using an iPhone App, and it exists in a 3-dimensional and interactive virtual world
environment. Teaching Star Journey method now includes on-site teaching plus
online and live-stream broadcasting of sessions remotely as well as a fully immersive
experience in a virtual world. Any combination of these delivery methods can be
employed, depending on the audience and the need.
Teaching Formats
With technological advances, the methods and formats of delivery for seminars
and classes have changed markedly in recent years. There are now many new ways of
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providing the learning experience and of making the experience more stimulating and
effective than in the past. Online teaching conducted in many different forms has
become commonplace, and distance learning is now a feature of most universities.
Star Journey has capitalized on the use of these new tools to better engage students and
work with challenges of distance and asynchronous student participation.
Presentation and teaching of Star Journey can be in one or more modes,
including combinations thereof. These include:
On-site Presentations – First-hand experiential use of the system, via Star
Journey cards, chart, books, and/or online tools of the same. This format also includes
lecture, use of colorful presentation graphics, audience interaction and group
discussion and sharing of ideas.
Online Workshops – There are options of methods that include screen-sharing
using online tools with groups of up to 250 people in real time through services such
as Join.me meeting software. There is also live stream broadcasting of sessions being
held at Star Journey in its virtual world
format. The web channel “Star Journey
Live” airs these sessions for viewing on the
internet from the convenience of one’s
home, and it includes a chat window for
live audience participation. In addition,
aired sessions become part of the channel’s
video library, which allows for

Figure 9. “Star Journey Live” real time video channel,
one option for distance learning.

asynchronous learning.
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Virtual World Platform – This is the most engaging and interactive option
for experiencing and learning about Star Journey method; however, one must register
and learn how to operate in the virtual world environment. In real life, onsite sessions
can be supplemented by adding the virtual world component using the internet and a
projection screen. In addition, Star Journey works with other schools and groups in
the virtual world to conduct its teaching there, often producing videos of sessions or
specific presentations for later viewing on the internet. Also, Star Journey Academy
conducts its weekly in-depth sessions in the virtual world format.

USE IN MENTORING & COACHING PROGRAMS

Mentors and coaches can explore new strategies to facilitate reflection and
enhance decision-making with Star Journey. The method is utilized by the mentor to
help the mentee achieve increased understanding of self, a sense of empowerment, a
method for setting goals and a knowledge of internal tools for growth and adapting to
change.8
Use of Star Journey method helps the mentee to learn how to manage challenge
and adapt to change on his or her own. The mentor is provided with a practical and
effective tool for intervention and for dealing with a mentee’s immediate and
sometimes critical needs. Through the process, the mentee is guided in learning how
the method can be employed over time to sustain growth, balance and confidence.
Benefits for the mentor and mentee include:
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1. Self-empowerment – Use of Star Journey is empowering. The mentor guides
the mentee through a process that clearly and simply demonstrates self-direction and
control in life.
2. Levels of Consciousness – Mentor and mentee have new definitions of levels
of personal conscious experience. Symbols are seen as part of spectrum of types of
personal experience, ranging from the external world to internal aspects of life
experience.
3. Use of Metaphor as a Tool – It is easier for both mentor and mentee to
objectify, articulate and discuss issues from real life when doing so through metaphor.
4. Tools for Change – The systematic Guided Process of using Star Journey
leads the mentee to learn how to make constructive change and build a plan of action
for integration into everyday life.
5. Self-Assuredness – Star Journey demonstrates the principle of synchronicity,
that there are no accidents in life and that one has a dynamic relationship with the life
process. Also, the techniques of free association and creative visualization emphasize
the power of the sub-conscious mind and inner knowing. First hand experiencing of
synchronicity and intuition contributes to an enhanced and deeper sense of self.

INTERPERSONAL METHODS & SOCIAL MEDIA
Like many of its predecessors, Star Journey method has been primarily a tool
for one’s own self-reflection, with an experience that is most often oriented to the
individual. However, there are further uses for the method that involve other people.
The method’s basic function of exploring a personal topic can easily be adapted for
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use by two or more individuals. We explored how the symbol tool can aid in
mentoring and coaching, between a mentor and mentee. In a prior essay, we saw how
the method is used in therapy between therapist and client. These same methods can
also be used by couples to explore relationships of any kind. In addition, groups can
also use Star Journey as a team-building tool.
Over time, more uses have been developed for Star Journey as a multi-user
experience, one that not only provides insight but also functions as a tool to foster
communication and understanding with others. The development of social media has
allows people to stay in touch and to interact, whether it be through sharing of web
posts containing text, pictures, video, music, or through other online communication,
or by participation in group games. Social media sites such as Facebook and Twitter
provide a means for instant communication and response, often on a social level, with
connections among people that span the globe.
Having versions of Star Journey in these media provide tools for deeper and
more meaningful interaction among friends and people in general. It also is a means
for promoting positive life values among participants. A new group of Star Journey
uses is now been developed, games of meaning that are designed for multiple users
and online including utilization of social media. The “Circle of Friends” series will
provide four new activities using Star Journey Symbols and Circle Pattern. These are
shown in more detail in the Appendix. In brief, these are:
1. Personal Status or Mood – A person selects a Star Journey Symbol to
describe their current mood and displaying it on their social media profile,
such as Facebook.
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2. Custom Private Messaging – A person sends a friend an online greeting
card, based on one of the Symbols, adding their own custom message.
3. Personal Portrait Profile – Creating a type of profile that describes
oneself, using the language of Symbols. One Symbol is selected from each
of the method’s seven Levels of Consciousness. This profiling can be
simply for an individual, or to share with friends, or as a profile tool for
meeting new people online.
4. Relationship Linking Tool – A couple or pair use the Symbols to describe
current their personal status, plot the corresponding positions on the Circle
Pattern, then look for the Symbol that will link their two points together.
They explore how employing aspects of the linking symbol can be used to
improve a situation.
5. Analysis by Stars (Optional step) – An additional step can be taken, using
the connections shown on Circle Pattern to determine the particular Star or
universal energies involved in each person’s symbol as well as their linking
symbol. The latter will always contain energies that both can share,
because of the way the link was plotted using connections on the Circle.

Newer Star Journey tools like the Personal Portrait and Relationship Linking
method can be utilized beyond the context of social media, in any setting where people
interact, be it in person, remotely or online, and they can be for social use as well as
tools in counseling and therapy.
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SUMMARY & CONCLUSION
In this essay, we explored the educational purposes and approaches of Star
Journey method, we noted the related application of the tool as part of the mentoring
process, and we reviewed the expansion into interpersonal formats for Star Journey,
including their use in social media.
The future of Star Journey method, as a model and as a tool, is open-ended. It
invites and recognizes individual interpretation, and therefore future applications will
evolve from those who use it and from the new ideas it helps promote.
Consider this contrast to Hesse’s The Glass Bead Game,9 in which a future
society has a class of elite individuals focused on playing a subtle game that was a
synthesis of arts and science. The result was disassociation from real life, hyperabstraction of subtle concepts, and a lack of spiritual context. In our own future, the
archetypal and metaphoric language of Star Journey may well provide a more relevant
and worthwhile means for exploring a truly higher “game of Self.”
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APPENDIX
The Star Journey planned expansion into social media formats.
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